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THE HOMELESSNESS OF GOD 

2 Samuel 7:1-14a July 22, 2018 
Mark 6:30-34, 53-56 Midland UCC 
 

As some of you may know, Marilyn and I celebrated our 60th 

wedding anniversary last week.  That has occasioned some reminiscing 

on our part.  Most of you probably know that when we start exploring 

memories, one thing suggests another, and we go hopscotching through 

various related memories.  In that process, I totaled up the number of 

residences I have inhabited in my life and the number adds up to 25 

houses and apartments in which I have dwelt.  Many of the early houses 

had names that our family attached to them—some of them were 

labeled by the street—so there was my first residence, the Hall St. 

house. Then there was the Little House, which was a converted two stall 

garage.  Another was named after the family from which my parents 

bought their first house and it was called The Poor House—so I have 

actually lived for a while in the poor house.  The house after that was 

called the Big House and no it wasn’t a prison.  It was just the biggest 

house we had ever inhabited.  All of these places provided a safe haven 

for me and my family. 

Our gospel lesson this morning reports some of the travels and 

healing work of Jesus.  As Jesus goes from place to place, it appears that 

he finds no safe haven where he and his disciples can get away from the 
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crowds.  That reminded me of another statement that Jesus made: “the 

son of man has no place to lay his head.”  I take it that refers to no safe 

place.  I am sure most of us are familiar with the stories about Jesus’ 

early life. He is reported to have lived in Bethlehem, Egypt and Nazareth 

as a child.  He also seems to have made the city of Capernaum home 

base after he began his ministry.  There are stories about all these places, 

but these stories may be after-the-fact explanations.  The best Biblical 

scholarship we have tells us that Jesus and his family were landless, 

homeless peasants and the list of “homes” may be a record of the 

family’s wandering in search of a livelihood.  Some of the parables Jesus 

tells seem to reflect childhood experiences, like being with his father at 

the town square in the morning where men assembled looking for work. 

We have stories that Jesus’ father, Joseph, was a carpenter—some 

scholars think that’s an overstatement and that the man was probably a 

day laborer who worked much of Jesus’ childhood at Roman building 

projects in the city of Sepphoris near Nazareth. Since Jesus seems to 

have been nearly 30 years old before he began his teaching, preaching 

and healing, it is quite likely Jesus joined with his father in the daily 

labor market and probably did a lot of hard, unskilled work.  I’m going 

to ask you to keep this picture in the back of your mind while we switch 

stories.  
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We’re going back about 1,000 years before Jesus’ day.  Back to the 

days of King David.  David is a very complex figure and we know an 

amazing number of things about him considering that we are now about 

3,000 years away from him.  He was the shepherd boy who slew the 

Giant Goliath. He also played the harp and was invited to sooth the 

troubled King Saul with his music.  Eventually he succeeded Saul as 

king.  In our scripture lesson this morning, we eavesdrop on a 

conversation he has with Nathan, a prophet who was apparently also a 

royal advisor.  David says he wants to build a house for God because it 

feels odd to him that while David has a house, but God doesn’t. 

Probably the whole idea of building a house for God is related to David’s 

consolidating his power and starting a royal lineage.  David shares his 

idea with Nathan who tells David to go ahead and build the house. 

However, the next day back comes Nathan and tells David: God talked 

to me last night and God doesn’t want a house.  God dwells with the 

people and God has been moving with the people ever since the people 

left Egypt.  God is content to dwell in tents like the people do.  In our 

language, God would be saying to David:  I am a homeless God and I am 

the God of the homeless.  

David also is infamous for having had an affair with Bathsheba and 

arranging to have her husband, Uriah, murdered on the battlefield that 

he might have her to himself.  After this has all gone down, here comes 
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Nathan.  Nathan tells the king a story about how a rich man had 

slaughtered the only lamb a poor man had even though the rich man 

had lots of livestock.  David was livid and demanded to know who that 

evil man was, and Nathan said: “You are the man.”  Keep in mind that at 

these times, the king could very easily order anyone killed as David had 

just done with Uriah.  Nathan could literally have lost his head over 

opposing the Bathsheba affair or even telling David not to build God a 

house.  Nathan’s mission and ministry seems to have been to “tell truth 

to power.” 

I suspect that many of us have images about Moses and the exodus 

from Egypt that could be summed up by the images from the 1955 movie 

Cecille B. Demille made about the exodus with this band of people 

following Moses and marching across deserts and the Red Sea.  The 

more accurate truth about how the people of Israel came to inhabit 

what has been called the Holy Land, is that the movement of the 12 

tribes was the gradual incursion of bands of outsiders into the land.  In 

other words, the people of Israel in the very beginning were homeless 

migrants, drifting into a place that seemed to offer a safe place to 

live—although there was plenty of violence associated with these 

incursions.  

When Nathan tells David God is homeless and doesn’t want a 

home, Nathan is saying “God chooses not to be establishment.”  I am 
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sure that Nathan understood the implications of David’s establishing a 

home or temple for God.  The implications all have to do with 

consolidating political power, claiming that the King is on God’s side, 

and literally being able to keep God in a box. Such a set-up would mean 

that opposing the King would be opposing God. Perhaps when Jesus 

talks about being homeless himself, he is also making a political 

statement which says, in effect, I am a free advocate for the homeless 

God and for homeless people, and I am beholding to no person. He is 

also telling his followers that they are also invited to be homeless and on 

the move.  

There is a joke floating around about a man who wanted to get a 

passport to go to Australia.  He was asked if he had a criminal record, 

and he replied, “I didn’t know you still needed one.”  This is an allusion 

to the fact that many migrants to this country and others were often 

criminals who were exported as undesirables by their hometown folk. 

One of the early appearances of my own surname was in a penal colony 

on an island off the east coast.  The passion people have for ancestry 

research is a passion for following the history of migrants.  

I have had a curiosity about my origins since I was a child. I had a                

great-grandmother who told stories about being related to Scottish         

royalty. I had a piano teacher (when I was about eight years old) who              

did serious genealogy work and told me one day that she had            
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determined we were 42nd cousins! A brief synopsis of my genealogy           

seems to indicate I had a relative who came to this country on the              

Mayflower.  

Recently, I got the DNA program that Ancestry offers. I had           

surmised that I was mostly English. The Gillett surname was quite           

frequent in the Manchester, England area. There were interesting         

surprises in the report I got back. There was confirmation of the English             

history: my ethnicity report shows me as 58% Great Britain and 33%            

West European. However, there were some surprises: I have a          

significant European Jewish link. There are connections to Italy and          

Greece. There is also a link to the Middle East (think Turkey, Saudi             

Arabia, Yemen, perhaps Egypt, Iran, and Iraq). Then there is a link to             

Ireland, Finland, and Northwest Russia. I got to thinking about the           

dominant religious faiths in those places: Judaism, Roman Catholicism,         

Eastern Orthodoxy and Islam. Of course, the folks on the Mayflower           

were Protestant Christians. 

It was not surprising that there were no links to Native Americans.            

You see, I am an immigrant. I am an ecumenical immigrant with at             

least five of the major religions in human civilization as part of my DNA.              

Every immigrant is my brother or sister; every faith is part of my             

heritage. I, by myself, am an ecumenical congregation. When I pray,           

my spiritual ancestors join me and whisper petitions to the Godding we            
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all know by a variety of names. I have a hunch that most of us are also                 

immigrant, ecumenical congregations. 

The picture on the front of today’s bulletin is from a church in             

Indianapolis and shows the homeless Holy Family in a cage. It is, of             

course, a protest about the way this country has treated migrants           

recently. I watched part of the All-Star baseball game last Tuesday night            

and heard the commentators talking about all the foreign nationals          

playing on our baseball teams. Recently two members of the Detroit           

Tigers became naturalized American citizens and that event was much          

celebrated. It appears that we have a dual standard when it comes to             

immigrants. The homeless looking for a safe place who don’t have           

agents get cages, while most of those athletes who are making a ton of              

money get huge, fancy houses. The people in cages don’t have           

advocates; those naturalized citizen athletes have celebrations. Last        

Thursday there was a boat accident in Missouri and 17 people were            

killed. One woman who survived discovered her husband and three          

children were among the dead. Government agencies are blaming each          

other for the disaster. A couple of weeks ago a little boy, separated from              

his mother at a border crossing, was reunited with his mom. He didn’t             

recognize her. No argument about blame here because this is          

government policy in action. 
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Let’s go back a moment to Nathan. He is committed to delivering            

the message of God to the king, he is committed to speaking truth to              

power. It seems to me that United Church of Christ folk are Nathan’s             

Neighbors. We might even start group by that name: Nathan’s          

Neighbors, people who are intent 0n speaking truth to power. Like           

Nathan we need to trust our truth and make our truth, God’s truth, clear              

to those in power.  

We, the members of this particular church, have pledged ourselves          

to be open and affirming congregation. I believe that means we are            

committed to doing justice. As part of our anniversary observance, we           

went to Chicago and took in the play “Hamilton.” There is a song in              

about “My Shot” in that musical. One of the characters sings: “we’ll            

never be truly free, until those in bondage have the same rights as y0u              

and me.” Hamilton himself sings about not throwing away his shot. His            

shot refers to his intent to fan the spark of liberty into a flame. The               

lyrics go on to declare that “when you’re living on your knees, you rise              

up, tell your brother that he’s got to rise up, tell your sister that she’s got                

to rise up.” The cast goes on to sing: “It’s time to take a shot, rise up,                 

take a shot, time to take a shot and I am not throwing away my shot!” It                 

is important to note that Hamilton’s shot was to write about 60% of the              

Federalist papers which set the stage for the adoption of the U.S.            

Constitution. 
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It is time to rise up for justice. It is time to rise up for freedom. It                 

is time to rise up for migrants, for victims, for the dispossessed, the             

powerless.  It is time to speak truth to power.  

John Steinbeck wrote a story called the “Winter of our Discontent”           

that includes dealing with illegal immigrants. We need to revise the           

title and make this the Summer of our Discontent as we determine to             

support the need to speak truth to power. We are being called to take              

our shot for the homeless and abandoned. 

Remember the children’s sermon this morning: the seed hiding in          

that ball of fuzz is not much bigger than the period at the end of a                

sentence. From that tiny seed comes the mighty and often huge           

cottonwood tree. Our shot may seem small, but it can have enormous            

consequences. 

Will we throw away our shot or will we become Nathan’s           

Neighbors?  Will we speak truth to power? 


